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These lighting parts are going to be used for the blue building 
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First we separate the blue building 



Take the lamp of the top floor, replace the yellow cone to the lighting part shown

Then install the green and grey plates as shown
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Take the lighting part of single 1x4 white plate to install on the other side then connect
them
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Then install the white plates to the bottom



Take this lighting part for the 2nd floor

Before installing the lights, take the parts from the building as shown
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Take the clear bricks away from the lamp and replace with the lighting part



Put the lamps back and restore the building

Then install the green 1x4 plate and the fire
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Connect to the top floor (the other plug connect with the other side of the top

Connect the plug to the USB cable with the lighting lamp post
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Now it’s turn for the red building, take the following part for the top floor

Install the lights as shown
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Take this lighting part for the 2nd floor
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Pull the remain lights to the bottom then install as shown
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Install the lights to the bottom first  

Put the remain clear lighting part to the lamp to install as shown
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Pull the plug to the stairs to connect with the top floor

Split the parts away from the ground floor as shown 
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Remove 4 pieces of 1x2 white plates away and install the lighting parts

Then put them back to the building



Then pull the USB port out of the building as shown
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Pull the 1x4 brown plate to the back and install it here



Stabilize the connector to the corner then restore the stairs

Pull the yellow lighting round brick to the front, remove some tiles from the front 
and install it
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Then restore the tiles

Connect the plug with the 2nd floor 
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Then install the tree lights

The 3 lights which are next to the connector must be installed at the leaves facing
outside 
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Then install the remain lights, put the tree on, connect to the USB port and the 
buildings and light it on~
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